When it comes to tax information and guidance, Tolley's Tax Annuals are the first choice for serious professionals.

Accept no compromise—choose Tolley UK and benefit from the leading intelligence provided by our superior Tax Annuals.

Providing clearly laid-out, practical advice on all the recent tax matters and offering unparalleled clarity, the Annuals comprise: Tolley's Income Tax, Tolley's Corporation Tax, Tolley's Capital Gains Tax, Tolley's Value Added Tax, Tolley's Inheritance Tax and Tolley's National Insurance Contributions.

Written by expert authors from the editorial team at LexisNexis UK, the six-volumes senior for accuracy the knowledge offered by rival publications. Each title provides you with practical information and guidance from experienced authors, enabling you to proceed with confidence when handling client transactions. Each title covers the specific tax legislation in an alphabetical, topic-organised manner enabling you to go straight to the information you need to save valuable time.

With Tolley's Annuals you will benefit from:

- Straightforward and concise coverage
- A clear, alphabetical format
- Tables of current rates and allowances
- Fully updated computational examples
- Flat-rate scheme for small businesses
- Customs & Excise guidelines on the evidence required to support input tax
- New examples on: VAT on lotteries
- Use for VAT purposes of Inland Revenue advisory fuel-only mileage rates for fuel bought by employees
- Power, etc; and continuous supplies of services generally
- Invoices and Printed Matter have been re-written and there are new sections on: Special method over-ride
- Joint and... VAT
- Anti-avoidance provisions for continuous supplies affecting long leases and tenancies; supplies of water, gas, power, etc, and continuous supplies of services generally
- Compared to Customs and Excise Circular & Central Office Circular
- A clear, alphabetical format
- Minimum number of figures and tables
- Straightforward and concise coverage

Withstand the test of time and are the first choice for serious professionals.

Don't settle for any less, these leading guides far exceed the knowledge offered by rival publications.